Word fun

These Premier League teams are a bit muddled up – can you unjumble them? There are some clues. Once you have worked out the team, why not colour in the shirts with the home kit colours?

1. LOVE PIRLO (They play in red)

2. DRAW TOF (Their nickname is The Hornets)

3. SEAL RAN (London club)

4. HE LACES (Champions recently)

5. UP TO NO MATHS (They play by the sea)

6. NET OVER (Crest shows a beacon)

7. ANTHEM PHOTO TRUST (Their mascot is known for waking you up in the morning)

8. SAW THEM (Founded in 1895 as Thames Ironworks)

9. BUN HOME TOUR (Used to play their home games at Dean Court)

10. STICKY TOE (Traditional kits red and white stripes)

• Try making up some of your own for a friend to do.